Abstract. Chip On Film(COF) is the key component of electronic products, and is different from Printed Circuit Board(PCB). The properties of high flexibility, thin thickness, lightweight and high wiring density make it difficult to inspect COF, especially dust particles interference. Dust particles are similar to defects, and it is hard to identify dust particles from defects, so dust particles interference of quality test is the difficulty of automatic surface defect detection. In this paper, a new method to identify dust particles is discussed from abnormal area called junction points detection and machine learning method Support Vector Machine(SVM) according to the characteristics of dust particles. As a result, a 94.8% correct rate of dust particles images identification has been achieved with the method.
Introduction
COF is a product using IC chip placing and flexible substrate carrying technologies [1] , as shown in Figure 1 . COF with 25 m P pitch was achieved by using a new etching technique [2] , therefore, COF meets light, thin, short and small design requirements of electrical products, and is a typical product of micro-nano manufacturing.
1) Front side
2) Back side With the rapid development of Information Times the properties of high flexibility, thin thickness, lightweight and high wiring density make the demand for COF enhance greatly, at the same time, the demand for automatic test of COF is higher and higher. Currently, quality test of COF is most completed by artificial, and it has high labor intensity and strong subjective interference [3] , especially for dust particles identification. While there are AOI(Automatic optical Inspection) equipments used in the quality detection of COF, but dust particles are often as a defect detection error, which greatly reduces the production efficiency.
For dust particles identification, some researchers conducted some corresponding exploration. YoungJun Roh etc. put forward using the fast Fourier transform and fast Fourier inverse transformation technologies for reference images, operating subtraction on original image and reference image, then making segmentation on result image from subtraction operation, extracting data from segmentation image with analysis of margin and intensity, and setting up Bayesian model for identification. However, the method is only applicable to linear circuit, cannot be applied to curved lines [4] . Rambabu K etc. proposed a method using template matching and analysis of many directions [5] , but contour of dust particles is complex, and dust particles have different gray levels, which makes determining a template difficult, analyzing many directions complex, and realizing the method hard. Chia-Te Liao etc. prenented a statistical learning method on the basis of SVM, but reference images are needed. In addition to this, the method involves image registration and Hausdorff distance calculation, requirement of accuracy is high, and amount of calculation is large [6] . Jin-soo Kim proposed a method based on reference images and parameters extraction from local binary pattern with location correction technology, which requires high accuracy [7] . Some of methods mentioned above are only suitable for linear circuit, and the other methods refer to reference image matching, position correction and similarity calculation technologies, which are realized intricately and whose calculation amount is large. According to these limitations and that papers about surface defect detection of COF have little been published, a dust particles identification method without reference images is put forward on the basis of junction point detection and SVM in this paper, which provides a new method for solving dust particles interference in the quality inspection process.
Dust Particles Identification Algorithm
Irregular contour, different gray levels and uncertain position of dust particles lead to that the traditional image segmentation technique is unable to achieve segmentation of dust particles. The image contrast technology requires reference images and high accuracy, so it is demanding. According to the characteristic that boundary of dust particles is irregular in this paper, a method without reference images combining abnormal region detection through geometrical junction point and identification by using SVM algorithm is proposed.
The information of gray images is complex, and gray levels of different images are different, especially Cu conductors because of light diffraction, mechanical vibration and illumination variation during the image acquisition process. Therefore, the adaptive threshold method is adopted to make original images segmentation to achieve binary images that are simple and do not change the state of dust particles' boundary, the original dust particles images are show in Figure 2 , and the binary images are shown in Figure 3 . Skeleton as a thinning structure, is the important topological description of target image, and keeps original shape of the binary image containing important shape information. The essence of thinning: objects in the image are simplified to single pixel width line, which shows its topological properties [8] . Skeleton extraction is based on image thinning algorithm [9] , and look-up table thinning algorithm and layer by layer thinning algorithm are used commonly [10] . In this paper, the look-up table thinning algorithm based on the eight neighborhood is applied to extract the skeleton [11] . A junction point is defined as the point at the position, where two skeleton lines cross, and the angular difference is greater than zero [12] . The flow chart of the junction point detection is shown in Figure 4 . The result of skeleton extraction is shown in Figure 5 , and the white part is skeleton. The result of the junction point detection is shown in Figure 6 , and the white points are junction points in skeleton images. The result of the junction point detection in dust region is shown in Figure 7 , and the red points are junction points, which indicates that junction points exist in dust particles. Figure 7 shows that junction points exist in dust particles, but some normal images and defect images also have the same feature. Some normal images with junction points are shown in Figure 8 , and some defect images with junction points are shown in Figure 9 .
The result shows that dust particles identification can 2016 APOP not be solved completely by detecting junction points, so a further determination is needed for images with junction points. After analyzing regions near junction points, a discovery can be made that gray level of dust particles changes significantly, and the gray level value is great in that most dust particles exist on insulating substrate. According to great gray level value and obvious gray level change of dust region, mean value, range, variance and weber coefficient are applied to present characteristics of dust particles. The template to extract features is shown in Figure 10 , and the red square presents junction point detected using the method mentioned before. The definition of mean value, range, variance and weber coefficient is list specifically below. 
max P presents the maximum gray level value of pixel point in region, min P presents the minimum gray level value of pixel point in region.
The variance of the region for extracting features is defined as 2 1 1 ( )
P presents gray level value of pixel point in region, P presents the mean value of the region, n presents the number of pixel points, and 81 n here. The weber coefficient [13] of the region for extracting features is defined as
W presents the weber coefficient of pixel point, n presents the number of pixel points, and 49 n here, which presents the 7 7 u blue region in the template. i P presents gray level value of pixel point in region, ( )
presents the absolute value of pixel gray difference with its neighborhood pixels, , i k P is the k neighbor pixel point of i P , k is the number of neighbor pixel points, and 8 k here, because of using eight neighborhood. SVM is a data mining approach on the basis of statistiacal learning theory, which can solve regression problems(time series analysis) and pattern recognition problems(classification and discrimination) [14] . In other words, SVM is a process of machine learning, which looks for a classification hyperplane in high dimensional space to separate date points of different categories, and maximize the largest distance between points of different categories [15] . According to the theory of SVM, the dust particles identification is classified as a binary classification problem in this paper, one kind is dust particles image class, and the other kind is non-dust particles image class which includs normal and defect images. The mean value, range, variance and weber coefficient of an image are defined as the average of eigenvalues of regions for extracting features. Given the training sample set ( , ) 
Results
Using images from the production line, 1807 dust particles images and14652 non-dust particles images of nine image sets that are needed to be verified are achieved. Automatic feature extraction program is written to collect sample sets of two kinds. According to the optimum principle that positive and negative samples are 1:1 , positive and negative samples are selected randomly to establish the training sample set, cross validation method is adopted to determine the parameters for the training process ending up with a better classifier model, which is used to predict and classify test images.
Automatic detection program is written with junction point detection and SVM prediction to classify images from image set IPC00009 which is to be verified, test results are shown in Table 1 . The junction point detection method can detect 97.7% of dust particles images, and the SVM can identify 80.9% of dust particles images on the basic of it. According to it, the method including junction point detection and SVM achieve a 94.8% correct rate of dust particles images identification. 
Conclusion
According to the result above, for dust particles identification of COF, the method proposed in this paper with combination of junction point detection and SVM has certain feasibility, and the method is easy to realize without complex calculation, reference images and image registration. Therefore, it has certain reference significance to solve dust particles interference in COF quality test, and provides a reference for the actual production on the basis of the 94.8% correct rate.
